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Sealing the mouldings

• Now that the moulds are glued into place, the sealant needs to be applied by running a 3.5mm 
bead along the 2 edges that meet the wall (Top and bottom of the mould) and smoothed over 
with your finger.

• lt is recommended that you seal all the mouldings the day they are installed. The construction 
adhesive is only used to hold the moulding in place - it is the sealant that is the permanent fixing. 
On internal joins it is recommended to use a bead of sealant.

Expansion joins

• It is recommended to have an expansion join wherever there is an expansion join in the substrate 
the moulds are going onto, or approximately every 4.8 metres ( 2 Moulds) where there are no 
expansion joins in the substrate. This is achieved by patch kitting the ends of the moulds that meet 
on the expansion join and leaving a 5mm gap in the join.

• Place a strip of masking tape down both sides of the join, leaving approximately 2mm of the 
mould visible on each side of the tape, then fill the join with Polyurethane sealant , running your 
finger down the join and removing the tape immediately.

Joining the mouldings

• After the mouldings have been sealed, you are ready to start patching the joins. The joining 
process is achieved by using the Renderlook Patch Kit. The Renderlook Patch Kit is used not only 
on all the joins and mitres but also to seal any raw ends or other exposed foam.

• The patch kit comes pre-mixed and is applied into the joins etc. with a small tool or small scraper. 
Then using an off-cut of foam or moulding, rub over the join to flatten and level the patch. Note: 
this is done immediately while the patch is still wet.

Painting

• It is recommended that the mouldings are primed and painted within 7 days and it is important to 
use a high quality paint. 
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